
RALLY REGULATIONS 
HYAcenter Rally 
28.-29.7.2023 
National Rally, NEAFP, ASN Area 5 Championship  
Organizer: PR-Racing ry 
Place: Tampere 
 
 
1. PROGRAMME 

 

20.06.2023 Regulations are published, registration and reconnaissance(=recce) prohibition start. 

18.07.2023 at 
23.59 

Closing date and time for entries.  

23.07.2023 
 

Publication of the entry list and Rally Guide: KITI-system and SPORTITY-application (electronic 
bulletin board) 

28.07.2023  

at 8.30 Rally office will open in Ilmailunkatu 20, 33900 Tampere 

at 8.45 Recce registration and checkup of documents and material classes 1-6 and 11-15 
 

 at 9.00 
at 9.00- 12.00 

at 13.00 
at 17.00 
at 18.00 

Recce starts classes 1-6 and 11-15. 
HYAcenter shakedown stage Press class (class 24) 
HYAcenter shakedown starts classes 1-6. Schedule and place in rally guide. 
End of recce classes 1-6 and 11-15 
Voluntary scrutineering (must register in advance). Schedule and place in rally guide. 

at 18.00 Rally office will close. 

         at 20.00 
        at 20.00 

 HYAcenter shake down ends. 
Voluntary scrutineering ends. 

29.07.2023  

at 7.30 Rally office will open in Ilmailunkatu 20, 33900 Tampere. 

at 7.45 Checkup of documents and material classes 7-10 and 16-24. 

  

at 8.15 Scrutineering will start. Schedule and place in rally guide. 

at 9.00 
at XX.XX 
at 10.01 

at XX.XX 

Publication of start list complete every 30 minutes. 
Start number 201. 
Start number 1. 
Finish number 201 

at 13.14 
at 13.44 

Service break of rally, in number 1 
Service break of rally, out number 1 

at 16.57 
at XX.XX 

Finish of rally number 1 
Rally office will close, when the last car is at the finish. 

  

at xx. xx Publication of results (schedule in rally guide) 

at xx. xx Awards (schedule in rally guide) 

 
2. OFFICIAL NOTICE BOARD 

 
The official notice board is electronic bulletin board, address: https://webapp.sportity.com/channel/HYA2023 and in 
SPORTITY-application (free download Google Play and Apple Store). Password HYA2023. 

 

RALLY HQ MEDIA CENTER 

Place Tampereen Messut Oy Place Tampereen Messut Oy 

Address Ilmailunkatu 20, 33900 Tampere Address Ilmailunkatu 20, 33900 Tampere 

Phone +358405689205 Phone +358407281344 

E-mail tanja.tuomisto@hotmail.fi E-mail pertti.flinck@gmail.com 

Person Tanja Tuomisto Person Pertti Flinck 

Opening 
time 

28.07. at 8.30-18.00 
29.07. at 7.30-the last car in finish 

Opening 
time 

28.07. at 12.00-16.00 
29.07. at 7.30-the last car in finish 

 
 

https://webapp.sportity.com/channel/HYA2023


3. ORGANIZER AND DESCRIPTION 
 
The organizer for the HYAcenter RALLY 28.-29.07.2023 is PR-Racing ry. 

 
This rally will be held under the national sporting regulations of ASN Motorsport, regulations of HYAcenter Rally. These 
regulations have been accepted by ASN Motorsport license number 15R/22.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
C
lClasses 1Total distance of rally is 274 km, including 8 special stages (SS) 73 km. 
 
If a competitor or one of his team is found on roads used as special stages in rally area Pälkäne, Kangasala, Lempäälä, 
Hattula and Valkeakoski and marked in yellow, grey or black on the road map of Finland or roads that are not marked on 
map, before the competitor`s start time, his start will be refused (exception recce, classes 1-6 and 11-15 on Friday 28.7. at 
09.00-17.00). 
 
The organizer has right to check in classes 7-10 and 16-24 competitor’s car and all equipments in car and competitors 
personal equipments and material. If organizer will find illegal things for example notes, competitor will be exclude from the 
competition. 
 
In rally there will be used turn arrows and the direction of the junction is indicated by the arrows tip. 
 
The rally follows the regulations of Suomen Urheilun Eettinen Keskus (www.suek.fi) and doping legislation. 

 
4. CLASSES 

 
Recce classes general                                      
General Cars accepted in the class          Other restrictions. 
1: Rally 2 FIA Rally 2/R           Permitted fuels art. of appendix J of the Autourheilun 
             Sääntokirja 252.9 in accordance with the national 
             addendum 
2: Rally 3 FIA Rally 3           Permitted fuels art. of appendix J of the Autourheilun
             Sääntökirja 252.9 in accordance with the national
             addendum 
3: Rally 4 R1 and R2 (also internationally out-         Driver can compete from the beginning of the year he  
  dated classifications), according to the   turn 17 year. Under 18 years old drivers follow rules of 
  cars appendix J art. 260 2018 FIA           RS art. 7.5 and 7.6. Permitted fuels art. of appendix J of 

Stewards of the meeting Name  

   

Competition consultant 
ASN 

Kari Kukkamäki  

  Phone E-mail 

Clerk of the course Erkki Tiainen +358400598098 tiainen.racing@gmail.com 

Assistant COC course Markku Tiainen +358500597076 markku.tiainen@elisanet.fi 

Assistant COC safety Timo Kallio +358400612438 timo.kallio3@gmail.com 

Secretary of the rally Tanja Tuomisto +358405689205 tanja.tuomisto@hotmail.fi 

    

Route manager 
Route manager 

Mika Kortesuo 
Seppo Syrjä 

+358443246398 
+358407617140 

mika.kortesuo@gmail.com 
sepposyrja1@gmail.com 

Route manager Jouko Mäkinen +358400 621190 joumaki@live.com 

Route manager 
Route manager 
Chief safety officer route 
Assistant chief safety route                          
Result of the calculation 

Juha-Pekka Kiili 
Janne Haapanen 
Harry Saine 
Juha Erenius 
Otto Aro 

+358404623400 
+358400778434 
+358500733320 
+358449873738 
+358405878860 

juhapekka.kiili@gmail.com 
janne.haapanen1@gmail.com 
harry.saine@gmail.com 
juha.k.erenius@gmail.com 
 

PR officer Jarno Saari +358400 959565 jarno.saari@kolumbus.fi 

Chief scrutineer Heikki Hellsten +358452737018 h.hellsten@gmail.com 

Service park manager Jari Oja +358405465555 jaritoja@gmail.com 

Communications officer Hannu Alanen +358400623848 hannu.alanen@skanska.fi 

Marketing manager 
Sustainability manager 

Timo Niemi 
Miikka Salomaa 

+358500 731714 
+358451288059 

timo.niemi@erikoistapahtumat.com 
 

http://www.suek.fi/
mailto:mika.kortesuo@gmail.com
mailto:juhapekka.kiili@gmail.com
mailto:janne.haapanen1@gmail.com
mailto:harry.saine@gmail.com
mailto:juha.k.erenius@gmail.com
mailto:timo.niemi@erikoistapahtumat.com


  Rally 4 and according to the cars            the Autourheilun Sääntökirja 252.9 in accordance with 
  appendix J art. 260 2022 FIA Rallye 5    national addendum. 
4: National 4WD N (2022 and older internationally            Permitted fuels art. of appendix J of the Autourheilun 
  classifications). FIN N 4WD (N- and       Sääntökirja 252.9 in accordance with the national  
  R4-classified cars VR4 with national      addendum. If the car has intake air choke max. 33 mm, 
  dispensations and outdated classifi-      then weight of car is according to own group rule, If the  
  cations). Rally 2 Kit – FIN N5 (with        car has intake air choke max. 34 mm, then min. weight of 
  REAF N5 certificate and changes of       car is 1400 kg. Min. weight of unsupercharged cars is.   
  ASN Rules Book). FIN R 4WD (con-      according to own group rule 
  tain group A, also outdated classifi- 
  cations), Super 2000 outdated classi- 
  focations and WRC-2002 and before 
  that classified cars. N-Lite (ASN appen- 
  dix J) - R-Lite. 
5: F Group F group up to 2550 cc, Pro F group       Permitted fuels art. of appendix J of the Autourheilun 
  up to 3050 cc.        Sääntökirja 252.9 in accorrance with the national 
          addendum. 
6: Rally 1 FIA Rally 1, WRC 2003 and newer.       Manufactures can ask for permission to use 7 FIA 
  RTG        Rally 1 or other car, that classification process of FIA is 
          still in progress. ASN can accept a car that deems 
          suitable for the class. 
No recce classes juniors 
7: V1600 
8: FIA Rally 4/R2 up to 1600 cc (also internationally outdated classifications). 
    F Group up to 1850 cc. 
    Pro F Group up to 1650 cc. 
9: F Group over 1850 cc 
    Pro F Group over 1650 cc 
    FIA R3 and R3T 
No recce classes young 
10: V1600 (ASN, appendix J, art. IX). 
Recce classes general and juniors 
11: Historic all age periods up to 1600 cc. 
12: Historic all age periods over 1600 cc. 
13: V1600 (ASN, appendix J, art. IX). 
14: 2WD up to 1650 cc, all cars of Autourheilun Sääntökirja appendix J classified 
15: 2WD over 1650 cc, all cars of Autourheilun Sääntökirja appendix J classified. 
No recce general and juniors 
16: Historic all age periods up to 1600 cc. 
17: Historic all age periods over 1600 cc. 
18: V1600 (ASN, appendix J, art. IX). 
19: Lady class 
20: Lada class, F group 
21: 4WD, all cars of Autourheilun Sääntökirja appendix J classified 
22: 2WD up to 1650 cc, all cars of Autourheilun Sääntökirja appendix J classified. 
23: 2WD over 1650 cc, all cars of Autourheilun Sääntökirja appendix J classified. 
24: BMW press class 
              
 
5 COMPETITORS  
 
Competitors can take part to rally, if they have ASN issued National, Junior, Young or International license. 
 
Classes 7-10 and 16-24 another driver can has an” access license” and then another driver must has 
International or National license and at least Junior Rally Degree. Both drivers age limit is 18 years. 
 
BMW press class follows 7.1.1 of ASN rally regulations. 

 
 
 
 



6 ENTRY PROCEDUR 
 
Every competitor, who wants to take part in the HYAcenter Rally must do it with KITI-system or ask 
secondary instructions from Rally Secretary. 

 
The number of entrants is fixed 150 cars and the first 150 competitors in order of enrollment will be admitted into the rally. 
Qualifying is in classes 11-23, except competitors of ASN area 5. 

 
Classes need at least 3 competitors. If there are less competitors in class, the organizer can interrelate that class to 
another class. 
 
Competitors can use seats and seatbelts of FIA standards, but the validity date is not determinative and the condition 
must be first class. Competitors must have all driving equipments according to the rules. 
 
Use of competitor data by the competition organizer 
 
When the competitor has made registration to rally, he accepts that organizer can use his personal information in rally´s. 
communication and photos taken by the organizer. 
 
Checkup of documents are made in KITI-application (electronically) and all appendixs (contact information form of 
service, announcer form, recce information form, registration document/transfer permit, inspection card, classification 
certificate/Historic passport or V1600 passport) must scan to organizer by 
Wednesday 26.7.2023 at 18.00. 
 
When competitor has registered in KITI-system, he confirms, that all documents are ok and comply with the regulations. 
Driver and young class co-driver are obliged to notify, if he has lost his driving license after registration. 

 
 

7 ENTRY FEE 
 
Entry fees are  Classes 1-3 and 6 700 € 
  Class 4  500 € 
  Classes 5, 11-15  340 € 
  Classes 7-9 and 16-23 290 € 
  Class 10  250 € 
  BMW press (24)      0 € 
 
Competitor must take care of that organizer has entry and entry fee not later than 18.7.2023 at 23.59. Entry can end before 
deadline, if there are already 150 competitors before that. 
” Access license” (28 €) would be paid before hand to PR-Racing´s account. 
  
 
Fees must pay to PR-Racing`s account:  
  Bank TSOP 

IBAN FI82 5228 3420 0086 32 
BIC OKOYFIHH 

 
Index number is driver`s license number. 
Entry fee includes transponder fee. If competitor doesn`t return transponder intact, the fee is 200 €. 
 

 
8 SERVICES 

 
On the rally there will be service- and break area in: Tampereen Messut, Ilmailunkatu 20, 33900 Tampere. 
Actual service break is after SS4 (max. 30 minutes and min. 20 minutes). 
 
Organizer reserve to every competitor service area 7,5 m x 10 m. There can be 1(one) service vechile/rally car in service 
area. Speed limit in service area is 20 km/h. 
 
If you have same service with another competitor or you need space for bigger service vehicle, please contact chief of 
service area Jari Oja +358405465555, jaritoja@gmail.com. 



 
Service vehicles there must carry min. 6 kg fire-extinguisher ready for use as well as oil spitt kit. During all servicing, there 
must be a tarpaulin at least the size of the rally car and service vehicle undermeath it. The absence of any one of these will 
result in immediate clerk of the cource decision to exclude the competitor. 
 
If you need bigger space for service vehicle, please contact Service Park Manager Jari Oja +358405465555, 
jaritoja@gmail.com by 18.7.2023. After that the fee is 100 €. 
 
Sanctions for other infringements in service area and in refuelling area: 

1. infringements 300 € 
2. infringements 600 € 
3. infringements out of event 

 
 

9 REFUEL ZONES 
 

Refuelling is only allowed at petrol stations (pump) and in area marked in road book. 
Elsewhere, refueling during the rally is prohibited. 
     
 Cars, who use 98E, E85, two-stroke fuel or FIA racing fuel (the FIA appendix J) can refuel using their own drums/cans. 
This place is marked in road book (petrol station and near pump area). 
 
If the competitor breaks these regulations, the consequence is out of event. 

 
 
10 RECONNAISSANCE (Recce) (classes 1–6 and 11–15) 

 
The material for recce will be available for competitors at rally office starting 28.7.2023 at 8.45. When signing for material, 
competitor must give information about the recce car and mobile phone number. 
 
The ID-numbers (2) (competitor´s number) must be attached to the recce car in the top centre of the windscreen and on 
the right rear side window. These must be visible for the whole recce.   

 
The max. speedlimit is 80 km/h on every special stage, unless a lower limit is indicated by the traffic signs placed by the 
organizer. The competitors must drive in a manner that does not endanger or inconvenience other traffic or people living 
near the special stages. It´s not allowed drive against the driving direction. The organizer will control speed used as well as 
the manner of driving during reconnaissance. Also, the police will make checks along the route and will penalise for traffic 
infringements according to finnish traffic law. 
If You drive against driving direction on SS, you must be very careful and obey traffic rules. 
 
Competitors must stop if asked to do so by any rally officials along the route, under pain of refusal to start. 
Timetable is in rally guide (rally regulations) 
Recce starts 28.7.2023 at 9.00 and will end 28.7.2023 at 17.00. 
More detailed instructions and schedule in rally guide. 
- Special stages can drive through two times. 
- Competitors would follow speed limits. 
- In car, there can be only driver and co-driver. 
 
Speed breach during recce 
 
During recce speed breach can cause following penalties: 
 

1. time: written notice and fine 90 €. If offense is over 30 km/h can Clerk of the course withhold competitors starting 
      right        

2. time: out of event 
 
               The fine of recce must be paid in Rally HQ before competitors start. The neglect of payment lead to the withholding of 
               starting right. 
      
 
 

mailto:jaritoja@gmail.com


11 AVERTISE (ads) 
 
More in rally guide. 
Competition number is 50 cm x 50 cm and in bonnet 50x25 cm. 
All stickers must be in their own place in car in scrutineering. 

 
 
12 START AND FINISH OF THE RALLY 

 
Start times will be published on the official notice board according the programme in Sportity. Competitors get their 
timecards (after accomplished safety checks) at the start ramp. Start of the rally is 29.7.2023 Tampereen Messut, 
Ilmailunkatu 20, 33900 Tampere at XX number 201 (class 24) one-minute intervals and other classes at 10.01 one-minute 
intervals. 
Route given in the road book must be allowed on the road sections, under pain of exclusion by the clerk of the course. 
Finish of the rally is in Rally Center (Tampereen Messut, Ilmailunkatu 20, 33900 Tampere). 

 
 
13 COMPETITOR MATERIAL 

 
Classes 1–6 and 11–15  
Each crew will receive 28.7.2023 from at 8.45 one road book, showing the route of the rally in detail, two road maps, two 
door numbers, rally guide, inspection card and ads. 
Classes 7-10 and 16-24 
Each crew will receive 28.7.2023 from at 7.45 one road book, showing the route of the rally in detail, two road maps, two 
rally guide, inspection card, door numbers and ads. 
 
More info about material and transponder in rally guide. 

 
 
14 REGROUPS 

 
There will be one regroup with service.  

 
 
15 SCRUTINEERING 

 
Schedule and place in rally guide. Scrutineering 29.7.2023 from at 8.15 and will end 10 minutes after the last competition 
number. 
Scrutineering is possible make beforehand 28.7.2023 at 16.00-20.00 (registration with rally registration). 
In car door numbers and ads must be fixed in place. 
Cars must have valid Finnish traffic insurance, inspection, car license plates/red plates. 

 
 
16 RESULTS 

Provisional final results will be published according to the programme (rally guide) on the official notice board (Sportity) and 
the final official results can be found on KITI-system, homepage of rally and Sportity. 

 
 
17 PRIZIES AND PRIZE GIVING 

 
The awards list will be published on the official notice board (Sportity).  

 
Both of drivers will be rewarded in in the finish area, Tampereen Messut, Ilmailunkatu 20, 33900 Tampere. Schedule in 
rally guide. All award competitors must participate in the prize-giving ceremonies. For imperative reasons, permission for 
absence may be granted only by the Clerk of the Course. 

 
 
WELCOME TO HYAcenter RALLY 2023      
PR-Racing wish You a nice and eventful summer weekend in Pirkanmaa! 
 
PR-Racing ry 


